Linsky: I call this meeting to order at 5:00pm on 10/4/2021

Linsky, Tackett, Gonzalez, VanderLey, Hagemeyer, Murray, Wood are present.

Linsky: Old business, 60 meetings. We have uploaded all videos and minutes.

Stults: I think we should consider the date of application.

Gonzalez: I think we should go by earliest for spring sweepings and central reserves and then go by largest request for this fall sweepings

Hagemeyer: Are we going to lock things in as we go?

Linsky: We will keep the conversation fluid and not do any formal motions until the end.

Hagemeyer: Would you like me to defer unless called upon?

Linsky: If you are comfortable with that.

Linsky: We cannot fund anything beyond this year for OPS.

Hagemeyer: I think an appropriate amount would be $7,500 instead of $20,000.

Linsky: I think it is very helpful that you are here right now to help with this.

Tackett: I believe the radio deserves 100%

Gonzalez: I will fight if we don’t fund 100%

Bowling: yes, 100%

Stults: same, 100%

Linsky: Next up is law school council. They are asking for

Bowling: I think t-shirts should be left to PAC

Linsky: We only have 2% of our budget for clothing and awards but for the funding board of LSC it only counts as expenses, so it does not cut into the 2%

Linsky: We have consolidated all subordinate groups, such as we did for MSC.

Linsky: Entertainment Sports and Law society are asking for registration for their conference, and they cut themselves down from 4 members going to 3. They provided documentation for the price.
Linsky: LSC provided documentation for $3,250 for shrimp and pasta.

Tackett: No quotes, no funding.

Linsky: We have quotes for the $3,250 for food and $952.04 for shirts and $296 for registration. $40,000 and change total.

Linsky: Next is Center for Global Engagement.

Bowling: That was the most confusing meeting. I am still confused about that. Are they allowed to ask for funding?

Linsky: yes. And they did it under the CGE. I was not a fan of their dodging of questions. If you need money, show us if you can afford this. I do give a lot of weight to central reserves, and they okayed it.

Bowling: I like it and I was in central reserves. I think it will help all students. It will last a very long time. I do like the actual request but not the additional funds.

Hagemeyer: CGE gets at least $66,000 from SGA. I have been there for events, and they get turnout. Being a graduate student coming to America for the first time, it is nice that they provide resources. They do have space to use both hot lines. It is a space that offers rental locations for RSOs.

Tackett: I think they need it and we should fund them 100%.

Linsky: The graduate school is asking for $15,000. I was sent a quote by their representative, Brian Barton. I was emailed his attachments.

Tackett: They wanted 8 but I got $11,497.80 if I subtract 2 laptops.

Linsky: CHAW came with quotes for everything. I have reservations about the massage chair. I want to cut it.

Tackett: I think it’s a good idea and it will help the students. They have appointments for it.

Linsky: Are you okay with the less expensive massage chair?

Tackett: Yes.

Stults: I think it will bring students in.

Bowling: As a student with chronic back pain, I think that would be amazing. Half the students I know have that sort of pain and it would help them.

Linsky: We can reduce their OCO to the lesser massage chair.

Linsky: Some people did not send their presentations to my email despite my asking them to do so.
Tackett: I have seen those quotes in the presentation.

Linsky: I remember that. Worst case scenario, we can call tomorrow.

Gonzalez: Does it show it in the recording?

Linsky: yes, and Nate (Tackett) will have that homework.

Linsky: $11,670 in central reserves for Tau Beta Sigma and they are asking for a little more.
Tackett: They have quotes, and I am cool with giving them full funding.

Gonzalez: for the interest of the event, I want to fund them fully.

Linsky: $11,519 in central reserves for FSU iGem, they are asking for the same thing plus a little more. I made an alteration, some of the stuff they ask for was not OCO, but actually expenses.

Tackett: I had a problem with the OPS wages. I do not think it is open to all students due to it having to be an alumnus. But the student body is benefitted by OPS wages spent of iGem.

Linsky: I am down to cut the OPS wages down a bit.

Tackett: I would be down to fund them one or none.

Linsky: Let’s fund them zero OPS, it’s not open to the whole student body.

Linsky: world affairs program for $10719 in central reserves. They are asking for a lot more now for full funding of their competition schedule.

Tackett: If they cut a couple trips out you can get it down.

Linsky: cut their international trips out

Tackett: if we are low at the end, we can cut it all except the registration fees

Linsky: they requested t-shirts, let’s send them to PAC for that.

Linsky: Kappa Kappa Psi may have to take a haircut.

Bowling: I want to give them the golf cart.

Tackett: I do too.

Linsky: I want to fully fund the golf cart. Ok no haircut.

Hagemeyer: I think Dr. Hecht insinuated that this request should be something that someone else should pay for.

Gonzalez: I don’t think we can go off that.

Hagemeyer: I will get more information on that.

Gonzalez: I think we should give them the new golf cart.
Linsky: Okay, we will.

Linsky: UROP is next. I think we should fully fund it. They had quotes. The OPS wage made sense. They are not asking for a crazy amount.

Tackett: I agree, and they touch hundreds of students.

Linsky: Society of Black Future Female attorneys is next. They had a good presentation.

Tackett: We should look at the itemized list.

Linsky: They are a PAC candidate. 1042.32 would be a good number and see if they can get the rest through PAC.

Gonzalez: I wanted to do 1217 or 1067 without the speaker.

Wood: I like that. I am not a huge fan of the speaker.

Tackett: I enjoy the speaker; it will attract people. They are a new RSO, and it can help them.

Gonzalez: I think the totes and the shirts would be better than the speaker.

Linsky: Let’s move on without the speaker.

Linsky: Next is the Caribbean Students Association. They want an expensive camera. I do not want to fund that. They want a ton of stuff. I do not want to fund crowns, sashes, certificates, etc.

Gonzalez: What about food?

Linsky: I am down with funding their food for chick-fil-a. 100 t-shirts for $700 sounds appropriate and I will do more homework.

Gonzalez: They have a huge impact on campus, and they had a great presentation. We should consider that.

Linsky: Torchlight is up next.

Tackett: We need to discuss the t-shirts. They say they have a conflict of interest.

Linsky: but then they come here… right. I don’t know if I buy that.

Bowling: I don’t

Gonzalez: Me neither.

Tackett: Same.

Linsky: Ok, if they want the clothes, they can go to PAC. I want to keep their food and expenses.

Gonzalez: I think we should cut the food.

Tackett: I don’t really care if we fund it or not.
Linsky: I want to keep it for now, we can cut it later if needed.

Linsky: We have the global scholars program next. They are asking for $7,680 for OPS wages.

Linsky: I am cutting it. These are new positions, and we will see later.

Linsky: Now is Sustainable Campus. This was one of my favorites: concise and with the quotes to support their ask. They asked for $485 for pans.

Tackett: Fully fund it.

Linsky: Next is MASA. They did not give me quotes.

Bowling: If they did not, then we cannot fund it.

Linsky: I think we can go back to them, but we can leave in $145 that we funded them in central reserves.

Linsky: For campus rec, I think we should only fund OPS wages.

Gonzalez: I agree.

Tackett: I agree.

Linsky: For right now I am down for giving $320,000 only.

Linsky: Next is the sports executive council. This guy came in and said what he really needed was the $50,000. They could not answer who is operating the technology.

Tackett: Travel and basketball is fine to fund them.

Gonzalez: Let’s cut everything else.

Tackett: $50,520 for travel and basketballs seems good.

Linsky: FSU libraries is next.

Stults: I am not too comfortable for the laptops.

Tackett: We could half the number of laptops.

Linsky: We were going to fund them, but it got vetoed.

Linsky: The laptops are expenses not OCO because they aren’t over 5k each.

Wood: I would cut the pop lit.

Bowling: I agree.

Tackett: I think we should fund the workshop materials and cut the laptops.

Bowling: Let’s cut the laptops.
Stults: it was $40,000 for the laptops
Linsky: We will cut those.
Linsky: We have CARE next. They want two different models of zoom boards.
Gonzalez: I think we should cut the 75-inch version and only the 55 inches.
Tackett: I agree. $68,480 for that.
Linsky: So if just 10 of the 55 inchers and all furniture would be $52,563.
Linsky: We could give them two of the large ones for $66,561 total
Linsky: Next is SGA. I do not want any of the legal funding.
Gonzalez: Yes, I agree
Tackett: I agree.
Gonzalez: For tech they want $17,000 total for expenses.
Linsky: Yes, let us do that.
Gonzalez: I will confirm that.
Linsky: Next is the medical response unit.
Tackett: I think we should cut them except for their top two priorities. The f-150 stuff and the repairs for the golf cart.
Gonzalez: I think we should fund the medical responder bags too.
Gonzalez: $16650.97 total.
Linsky: We are officially UNDER BUDGET.
Tackett: We need to get clothing and awards under the 2% threshold.
Linsky: for the career center we can move that OCO into expenses
Linsky: I want to fully fund PAC
Linsky: RISE office is next.
Tackett: I want to give them OPS wages, material supplies for workshops, and cultural sashes for graduation.
Linsky: I was against the sashes because they are exclusive.
Tackett: A bill was passed for funding the sashes.
Hagemeyer: one of the groups in the law school wanted to buy sashes for graduation. I ended up funding it.

Linsky: if the precedent says fund it, we will fund it.

Linsky: they included a run down of everything they are requesting but they have no receipts or documentation.

Linsky: We can put the $5000 for sashes and move it to expenses and put in proviso language.

**Linsky: $500 for card readers, $5000 for sashes to expenses from awards and clothing.**

**PROVISO LANGUAGE**

Tackett: I say cut the food and only do the workshop materials.

Linsky: sashes, OPS wages, workshop materials, no food.

Linsky: I want to fund College Republicans with $5,000 because we do not have quotes.

**Vote for $5,000.**

Stults No Bowling No Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood No

Tiebreaker: Linsky Yes

Linsky: Class Council did not have documentation.

Gonzalez: Class councils would be deleted if we did an SGA review. They do not serve many students.

Linsky: I reviewed the PowerPoint. I wanted them to give them $1000 in food and $2050 in expenses.

Linsky: Power of We is asking for $14792 across many categories.

Tackett: I think that they do not want any money for us because the events are so soon. I will contact Abril.

Gonzalez: They are supported by the office of the president, and I would be down to zero fund them.

Tackett: We will put a pin in them.

Linsky: Case competition came back with a lower quote. They want Georgetown and the Ivy Business School. They have all the quotes. I want to fully fund them.

Tackett: I agree.

Gonzalez: I agree.
Linsky: Pride Student Union wanted sets of clothes for their closet. I would like to get them the smaller set.

Tackett: They tried to get through central reserves, we should fund them for the lower set of clothes.

Linsky: I want to fully fund best buddies. It warmed my heart. This is wonderful.

Linsky: Next up is JSU. They are requesting OPS and Contractual Services and expenses. Lots of food.

Gonzalez: I will fight for this.

Linsky: We will fully fund them.

Brandon Gabay, JSU: We were not able to find a holocaust survivor so there should be no money for that.

Linsky: Noted. Next is transfer student services. They did not provide documentation, but Dr. Haggins has emailed me. We cannot do the OPS but they just sent me more info so we can give them $500 in food and $1000 in expenses.

Linsky: Up next is Chinese Students and Scholars Association.

Wood: They sent one person to PAC and one person to us.

Linsky: Did PAC give them $1000 for clothing and awards?

Rowan: they did not ask for that.

Gonzalez: we should fund them for the clothing because they can only go to PAC one more time this year.

Linsky: we will do that.

Linsky: next up is SASE. The society of Asian scientists and engineers.

Wood: they have zero quotes. They have a good mission, but we should not be funding them.

Linsky: we will zero fund them.

Linsky: Next is TEDxFSU. I do not feel comfortable fully funding them, however.

Bowling: we could cut the food.

Tackett: I think they can go to PAC for this, and we can pay for the photo backdrop.

Linsky: Ok let’s keep it for now. Next we have the national council of negro women; I got an email from them containing quotes. She gave me t-shirt quotes and hotel room quote and car rental quotes. They do not have an air fare quote so they will drive. I am down to trim their clothes and put it to PAC and fund the rest.
Linsky: Next is minorities on a mission, they were excellent through and through and I want to fund them fully.

Bowling: yes.

Gonzalez: I agree.

Linsky: FSU international programs are asking for $2,500.

Stults: it was good.

Linsky: we will keep it all.

Linsky: We will fully fund the food pantry and add $887.

Linsky: Chinese American Student Organization is next.

Tackett: I do not remember if they had quotes.

Linsky: 70 t-shirts for $947.80. that seems legit but it is $13 a shirt, we can fund them $8 for each so $560. They can go to PAC.

Linsky: Renegade is next. Most of it is clothing and awards. I had some cuts for them in mind. I would like to cut the clothing and awards to $1155 and zero out everything else.

Linsky: next is childcare.

Tackett: we need to fund them fully.

Linsky: yes.

Linsky: Asian American Student Union should be fully funded.

Tackett: we should make sure the money is correct and look at their hotel. The air fare can move around so we can fund them more.

Linsky: Their numbers add up and are asking for a humble 2k to cover expenses on a mostly funded trip. Next up is criminology and they can be funded fully.

Linsky: DREAM was asking for food. My notes said that I could only verify $480 in clothing and awards. They can go to PAC.

Linsky: Next up is College of Fine arts, I want to fully fund them.

Linsky: Filipino student association is next; they did not have solid quotes.

Bowling: I do not think we can fund things for event off campus but maybe the tent?

Wood: okay I could see that.

Linsky: next up is the florida Georgia lewis stokes alliance.
Tackett: it is important to fund them here. They can’t go to PAC.

Linsky: we can approve them fully.

Linsky: we will fully fund camp kesem

Linsky: next up is VegFSU. Ana dolorit sent me some documentation. They are justified and will be fully funded.

Linsky: We can help White Mouse with cables, but I would like to not fund the cameras, that would bring it from 3165 to 899.19.

Tackett: I think they may need the cameras.

Linsky: We can do the cheap one and save 1.5k.

Tackett: Fair.

Linsky: MSC provided all quotes. Let’s fully fund them. This is money that should’ve already been in their pockets.

Linsky: I really enjoyed Progressive Black Men Inc. presentation and they do not have a solid quote but we can put in proviso language for the shirts. Connor Lee made me believe in him and his organization.

Linsky: Blacks in Computing sent a quote. Amazing. FSU procurement services is the quote source. They are underneath the $8 per unit item for one of the requests. We can send them to PAC for the rest.

Linsky: Who else should we send to PAC? We can send pride to PAC for some things.

Gonzalez: No we can’t, they are budgeted.

Linsky: Right.

Gonzalez: What if we cut them down to 18 outfits. Would that put us under budget for the Clothes?

Tackett: Looks like it.

Linsky: Done! We have hit out target for clothing and awards!

Linsky: we can add to PAC and MSC and LSC and CHAW and CARE and MRU.

**VOTE ON AWARD $11 in LSC**

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

**VOTE TO AWARD $11 TO MSC**

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Asian American Student Union, $2,000 in expenses
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Blacks in computing, $200 for clothing and awards
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Camp Kesem, $1,000 clothing and awards
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Campus Rec, $320,000 in OPS wages
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Caribbean Students Association, $772 in food, $750 clothing and awards
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Case Competition Club, $6082 expenses
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
CARE GONZALEZ MOVES AND BOWLING SECONDS TO MOVE 50,570 to EXPENSES with 15,992 in OCO
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
CHAW, $8,000 in expenses and $6,999 in OCO
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Chinese American Student Organization, $560 in clothing and awards
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez YES Tackett YES Murray YES Wood YES Linsky YES.
Chinese Students and Scholars Association, $264 in clothing and awards
Bowling moves, Wood seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Class Council, $2050 in expenses, $1,000 for food
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
COGS, $7500 in OPS wages, $500 in contractual services, $40,250 in expenses, $1,436 in food
Stults moves, Gonzalez seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice Student Leadership Council, $500 for expenses and $1000 for food
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
College of Fine Arts Leadership Council, $1155 in food
Gonzalez moves, Stults seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
5,000 in contractual services to College Republicans
Gonzalez moves, Tackett seconds
Stults No Bowling No Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood No Linsky Yes.
DREAM for $480 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Filipino Student Association, for $1000 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Florida Georgia Lewis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation in STEM, $2390 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

The Graduate School, $11498 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Food for Though pantry, $887 in expenses and $709 in food

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU Best Buddies, $150 in contractual services, $11,900 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU Childcare Early Learning Program, $2,068 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU Global Scholars, $200 in food and $470 in clothing and awards

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU International Programs, $2,500 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU Libraries, $30,000 in OPS wages, $15,000 for OCO

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU transfer student services, $1000 in expenses and $500 in food

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

FSU World Affairs Program, $13,435 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Globe Building $19,040 in OPS wages, $22,233 in OCO

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Kappa Kappa Psi – Gamma Nu, $13,132 in OCO

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Law School Council, $49,902 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Medical Response Unit, $17,851 in OCO

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Mexican American Student Association, $145 in food

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Minorities on a Mission, $1250 in contractual services, $1,604 in clothing and awards

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

MSC for $29,706 in expenses

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

National Council of Negro Women, $1,500 in expenses and $414 in clothing and awards

Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds

Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.

Power of We, $5,693 in food
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Pride Student Union, $720 expenses, $8,280 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
PAC, $40,000 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Progressive Black Men Inc., $400 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Renegade Leadership Honor Society, $115 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
RISE office, $6,000 in OPS wages, $6,500 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Sport Club Executive Council, $50,250 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Student Governance and Advocacy, $15,000 in OPS wages, $17,000 in expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Stults YES Bowling YES Gonzalez Yes Tackett Yes Murray Yes Wood YES Linsky Yes.
Stults: I move to adjourn.
Bowling: So seconded.
Linsky: This meeting is adjourned at 10:00pm
Linsky: I call this meeting to order at 5:01 p.m on 10/5/21… Unfortunately we do not have quorum. I’ll round people up, but we can’t do anything official at this time.

Tackett, Gonzalez, Bowling, Wood, Garcia, Murray, Linsky and Hagemeyer present.

**Sustainable Campus, $486 in expenses**
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

**Tau Beta Sigma, $1,512 in expenses, $10,150 in food**
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

**TEDxFSU, $200 in OPS wages, $530 in expenses, $3,000 in food**
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

**The Career Center, $36,000 in expenses**
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

**The Jewish Student Union, $750 in OPS wages, $1,500 in contractual services, $450 in expenses, $8,175 in food**
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

The Society of Black Female Future Attorneys, $1,067 in clothing and awards
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions
Torchlight Campus Policy Center, $1,668 in expenses, $250 for food
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP), $1,200 in OPS wages, $1,500 for food, $1,000 for clothing and awards.
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions
VEGFSU, $500 for food
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions
White Mouse Productions, $1,414 for expenses
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions
WVFS Tallahassee 89.7FM, $17,059 for expenses, $22,219 for OCO
Gonzalez moves, Bowling seconds
Garcia, Wood, Murray, Bowling, Gonzalez, Tackett, all vote yes, zero no's, zero abstentions

RECESS

Linsky: I think we should not advertise PAC in the bill itself. It doesn’t seem to be a good fit in the proviso language.

Tackett: Gonzalez and I have a fear that something is wrong there.

Linsky: I appreciate your fear, I know you care. Keep that fear until we’re done.

Linsky: I would entertain a motion to approve the proviso language in the document being shared.

Gonzalez: I move to approve the proviso as is written.
Bowling: I second that motion.

Linsky: I will now conduct a voice vote

**Bowling, Gonzalez, Stults, Garcia, Tackett, Murray all vote yes, zero no, zero abstentions.**

Gonzalez: I move to approve this Sweepings allocations bill as written.

Gonzalez moves, Tackett seconds.

Linsky: I will now conduct a voice vote.

**Bowling, Gonzalez, Stults, Garcia, Tackett, Murray all vote yes, zero no, zero abstentions.**

Rowan: You add it to the original sweepings first reading bill.

Linsky: Is everyone good with this?

Tackett: change breakdown to allocations please.

Linsky: okay.

Linsky: we can format this better by changing salary to sal

Rowan: make sure to say it is bill 54

Linsky: I entertain a motion to approve bill 54.

Gonzalez: So, moved.

Tackett: So seconded.

Linsky: I will now conduct a voice vote.

**Bowling, Gonzalez, Stults, Garcia, Tackett, Murray all vote yes, zero no, zero abstentions.**

Linsky: The sweepings bill is hereby approved.

Tackett: We will read through the bill now.

Linsky: Let us change this section to an average of $8 per unit instead of each unit should be no more than $8.

Gonzalez: no, it must be written the way that it already is

Linsky: Okay then we need to add in language here. (Refer to video)

Linsky: I will entertain a motion to amend article 8 section D of the proviso language

Tackett moves, Gonzalez seconds

**Bowling, Gonzalez, Stults, Garcia, Tackett, Murray all vote yes, zero no, zero abstentions.**
Linsky: We need to explain to organizations why we are planning to fund them what they asked or at a different number. I will reach out to all the applicants and send an email to this effect.

(Linsky types and sends email to all applicants)

*J. Connor from MSC enters the zoom room.*

Linsky: We were able to fund you $29,706.

Conor: Thank you for your work!

*Ash Soto, the Pride Student Union Assistant Director enters the zoom room*

Linsky: We were only able to provide you funding for 18 sets.

Ash Soto: Why is that?

Linsky: That was because of the 2% cap on clothing and awards, and it was hard to get under it. Your original request was over $12,000 and that was a lot to muster when there were other younger, newer groups that we did not want to discourage. We hope we can change the cap in the future.

*Launna Smith from The Society of Black Female Future Attorneys has entered the zoom room*

Linsky: We have you down for $1,067 and we encourage you to go to PAC. The 2% cap on clothing and awards presented a lot of hard choices that needed to be made.

Linsky: We ended up funding PAC more so they can give you and other organizations funds for clothes.

Smith: thank you and we will be looking into PAC funding. This was my first time, and it was a learning experience and I enjoyed the process.

Smith: thank you and we will be looking into PAC funding. This was my first time, and it was a learning experience and I enjoyed the process.

**Gonzalez moves to adjourn, Bowling seconds.**

**Linsky: The meeting is adjourned at 9:51pm.**
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